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Unit 8 Overview 
The Modern Woman and Social Change
In Unit 7 you analyzed the civil rights movement and in this unit, you will consider the themes of conformity and consensus in the 1950s, and how these themes are represented in the 21st century. In Unit 9, you will consider elements of popular culture; those elements will be explored here in Unit 8 as well with themes of “domestic divas” and stay-at-home motherhood. These topics are closely connected. This period is a time where American society, and societal ideals about women change rapidly. You will consider the changes in society’s perception of women, evaluating how women’s liberation and the politics of housework have impacted American women.

Outcomes
After completing this unit, you should be able to: 
	Discuss the themes of consensus and conformity in the 1950s and how these are reflected in popular culture 
	Explore changes in society’s perception of women from the 1950s to present


What do you have to do in this unit?
Complete reading assignments
Review videos
Participate in Discussion 
50 points 
Complete Final Project Part 3
25 points 
Participate in Seminar
	Check out “Extra! Extra!”

Reading
The 1950s represent a return to conformity and consensus for many women; the immediate post-WWII era would reflect a return to the home for many women who had worked during WWII. The 1950s would be represented in television shows such as “Leave it to Beaver” or “The Donna Reed Show,” and often included women wearing high heels and pearls while cleaning the house. But how accurate were these portrayals? Did “real” women lead lives similar to those shown on TV? This unit will consider the 1950s emphasis on domesticity; in addition, you will also consider diversity, specifically how race and class would impact choices available to women. Your readings have a twofold purpose this unit. They will acquaint you with the politics of the women’s movement as it shifts into its second phase, and introduce ideas about how pop culture has radically impacted American women in preparation for your final unit. 
Read 
	Chapters 11 & 12 Through Women’s Eyes 
Dove campaign: Dove Movement for Self-Esteem: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iYhCn0jf46U 

Multimedia 
	GM, Women, and Free Market Capitalism,1962 A transcript for the video is available in Doc Sharing 

"From Fifties to Feminism, 1950 – 1990: Baby Boomers Expand the Boundaries” http://hoover.archives.gov/exhibits/-AmericanWomen/fities-feminism/index.html 
	Review the important terms for this unit by playing the term matching game. 


Seminar
Although this Seminar is not graded, it is highly beneficial for you to participate each week to explore the concepts and assignments in more detail and answer questions that you may have. You will also benefit from the interaction with your classmates. Your Seminars each week will offer an opportunity to interact as a community through a real time connection. 
Question 1: How have assumptions about marriage and motherhood changed since the 1960s?
Question 2: What are the major difficulties that women face today in their many different roles within an increasingly globalized society?
Question 3: How does immigration continue to redefine women’s issues in modern society?

Final Project
Final Project Part 3 
Assignment Instructions 
For your final project, you will conduct an interview with an American Woman; asking questions concerning key themes from this course. Sample questions are available in Doc Sharing, as is the interview transcripts template. For this assignment you need to:
	Select your interview subject.

Review the interview questions template. 
Submit a 1 page paper with your information. Tell your instructor who you will be interviewing and why. Discuss the interview questions. Analyze the questions, considering carefully how you will ask them, and speculate on what kind of response you might receive! 
Organization and Format of Assignment 
Below are the specific requirements for your paper. You must include the following sections. For the body of your paper, use the APA style guidelines for organizing a manuscript and levels of headings.
Introduction 
The introduction is a short paragraph. Provide background information to establish context related to American Women and the general background of the topic you selected. Then, clearly state your interview candidate. It should be well developed and clearly outline the trajectory of your paper. 
References 
List your references in APA format and include 2-3 sentences for why/how each is used in crafting your paper. 
Conclusion 
This is one short paragraph. Summarize your major points and reiterate your purpose.
Points and Rubric 
This assignment is worth 25 points. The rubric for this assignment is available from the Grading Rubrics page under Course Home.
Submitting your Assignment 
Put your project in a Word document. Save it in a location and with a name that you will remember.
When you are ready to submit it, click on the Dropbox and complete the steps below:
	Click the link that says Submit an Assignment. 

In the "Submit to Basket" menu, select Unit 8: Assignment. 
In the "Comments" field, include at least the title of your paper.
Click the Add Attachments button. 
Follow the steps listed to attach your Word document.
To view your graded work, come back to the Dropbox or go to the Gradebook after your instructor has evaluated it. 
Make sure that you save a copy of your submitted assignment.



